For high-p T forward processes at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), QCD logarithmic corrections in the hard transverse momentum and in the large rapidity interval may both be quantitatively significant. The theoretical framework to resum consistently both kinds of logarithmic corrections to higher orders in perturbation theory is based on QCD highenergy factorization. We present numerical Monte Carlo applications of this method to final-state observables associated with production of one forward and one central jet. By computing jet correlations in rapidity and azimuth, we analyze the role of corrections to the parton-showering chain from large-angle gluon radiation, and discuss this in relationship with Monte Carlo results modeling interactions due to multiple parton chains.
Introduction
Physics in the forward region at hadron colliders is traditionally dominated by soft particle production. With the advent of the LHC, forward physics phenomenology turns into a largely new field [1] [2] [3] involving both soft and hard production processes, because of the phase space opening up at high center-of-mass energies. Owing to the unprecedented reach in rapidity of the experimental instrumentation, it becomes possible to carry out a program of high-p T physics in the forward region.
Forward jet production enters the LHC physics program in an essential way both for QCD studies and for new particle searches, e.g. in vector boson fusion search channels for the Higgs boson [4, 5] . Another area of potential interest in forward physics employs near-beam proton taggers [6] : this will enable studies to be made in the central high-p T production mode with forward protons, which can be used for both standard-candle [7] and discovery physics [8] . In addition to collider physics applications, measurements of forward particle production at the LHC will serve as input to the modeling of high-energy air showers in cosmic ray experiments [9] .
The forward production of high-p T particles brings jet physics into a region characterized by multiple energy scales and asymmetric parton kinematics. In this multi-scale region it is compelling to ask [2, 10] whether fixed-order next-to-leading calculations reliably describe the production process or significant contributions arise beyond fixed order which call for perturbative QCD resummations. The early observation [11] of potentially large logarithmic corrections to jet production at asymptotically high energies has given rise to an ample literature of calculations based on the BFKL equation [12] [13] [14] [15] . On the other hand, at collider energies both logarithmic corrections in the large rapidity interval (of high-energy type) and logarithmic corrections in the hard transverse momentum (of collinear type) are phenomenologically important. The theoretical framework to resum consistently both kinds of logarithmic corrections in QCD perturbation theory is based on high-energy factorization at fixed transverse momentum [16] . This factorization program is carried through in [17] for forward jet hadroproduction.
In this paper we present the application of the results [17] to the study of jet correlations for production of one forward and one central jet at the LHC. The case of forward-backward jets will be examined in a forthcoming article. We propose that measurements of hadronic final-state observables associated with forward-central correlations can provide, starting with the data already taken at the LHC, a sensitive probe of how well QCD multiple radiation is taken into account in the Monte Carlo event generators to be used for analyses of experimental data in the forward region. The results of such investigations can serve to estimate the size of backgrounds from QCD radiation between jets at large rapidity separations for Higgs boson searches in vector boson fusion channels.
Besides the contribution of the higher-order radiative corrections taken into account via the results of [17] , the need for realistic Monte Carlo simulations of forward particle production raises the question of whether non-negligible effects may come from multiple parton interactions. Such multiple interactions are modeled in parton-shower event generators used for Monte Carlo simulation of final states at the LHC [18] [19] [20] [21] , and form the subject of a number of current efforts [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] to construct approaches capable of describing multiple parton scatterings. In this paper we investigate multi-parton interaction effects for forward-central jet correlations within the model [18, 20] . We observe that, compared to the production of multiple jets in the single-scattering picture [17] , the multi-parton mechanism [18, 20] shifts a significant amount of gluon emissions to larger values of the longitudinal momentum fraction x in the initial-state decay chains, because less energy is available to each of the sequential parton chains. This results into differences in the shapes of the forward-central jet correlations in the azimuth and rapidity plane between the single-chain and multiple-chain mechanisms for multi-jet production. This can be investigated at the LHC also via measurements of particle and energy flow associated with forward production: we leave the study of this to future work.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we give a concise discussion of the highenergy QCD dynamics underlying the hadroproduction of forward jets, based on the results of [17] . We describe the high-energy factorized form of the forward jet cross section that is to be coupled to parton showering in order to achieve a full description of the associated hadronic final states. In Sec. 3 we discuss aspects of the initial-state parton showers relevant to forward hadroproduction. In particular we consider a method to implement parton branching at transverse-momentum dependent level not only for gluon-initiated channels in the backwards evolution but also for quark-initiated channels. In Sec. 4 we present results of numerical Monte Carlo calculations for transverse momentum and pseudorapidity spectra and for forward-central correlations in azimuthal angle and pseudorapidity. We compare single versus multiple parton interactions, and propose various measurements of forward jet observables at the LHC. We give concluding remarks in Sec. 5.
Hadroproduction of forward jets
This section summarizes results from [17] . In particular we discuss the physical picture underlying the factorization formula that will be used for numerical calculations in later sections.
Consider the hadroproduction of a forward jet associated with a hard final state X, as depicted in Fig. 1 . The kinematics of the process is characterized by the large ratio of sub-energies s 2 /s 1 ≫ 1 and highly asymmetric longitudinal momenta in the partonic initial state (x A → 1, x B → 0). The presence of multiple large-momentum scales in the LHC forward kinematics [2, 30] implies that realistic phenomenology of hadronic jet final states requires taking into account at higher order both logarithmic corrections in the large rapidity interval (of BFKL type) and logarithmic corrections in the hard transverse momentum (of collinear type). This can be achieved via QCD factorization at fixed transverse momentum [16] . A pictorial representation of QCD radiative contributions in the rapidity and transverse momentum plane is sketched in Fig. 2 . Note that k T -factorization is valid to single-logarithmic accuracy. In particular, it enables one to obtain logarithmically enhanced terms in rapidity that are not associated to any collinear logarithm; conversely, collinear singularities can be taken into account to any logarithmic accuracy [31] . This in contrast with calculations in doublelogarithmic approximations.
The different expansions in Fig. 2 correspond to different possible ways of reorganizing the QCD perturbation series. The results of factorization at fixed k T can be reobtained by going to sufficiently sub-leading orders in either the BFKL expansion or the collinear expansion [31] . This applies for instance to the transverse-momentum recoil effects in the collinear case [32] , and kinematic effects of energy conservation in the BFKL case [33] . 
Factorization of the jet cross section
Recall that in the case of forward jet leptoproduction [34] QCD factorization at fixed transverse momentum allows one to compute the high-energy asymptotic coefficients for the coupling of forward jets to deeply inelastic scattering [16, 35] . Since the early phenomenological studies [36] forward jet leptoproduction has been investigated at HERA, and will play a major role at the proposed future lepton facilities [37] (LHeC, EIC). We come back to the possible role of lepton analyses in Sec. 5.
In the case of hadroproduction the k T -factorized form of the forward jet cross section is given in [17] . This is represented schematically in Fig. 3 . Initial-state parton configurations contributing to forward jet production are asymmetric, with the parton in the top subgraph being probed near the mass shell and large x, while the parton in the bottom subgraph is offshell and small-x. The jet cross section differential in the final-state transverse momentum Q t and azimuthal angle ϕ is given schematically by dσ dQ
where ⊗ specifies a convolution in both longitudinal and transverse momenta, σ is the hard scattering cross section, calculable from a suitable off-shell continuation of perturbative matrix elements [17] , φ a/A is the distribution of parton a in hadron A obtained from nearcollinear shower evolution, and φ g * /B is the gluon unintegrated distribution in hadron B obtained from non-collinear, transverse momentum dependent shower evolution. Fig. 4 shows a typical graph contributing to the off-shell matrix element in the qg channel. By parameterizing the exchanged momenta k 1 and k 2 in terms of purely transverse four-vectors k T1 and k T and longitudinal momentum fractions ξ i and ξ i as
the forward kinematics implies [17] In [17] the full set of the short-distance matrix elements in the forward region, needed for the evaluation of the k T -factorized jet cross section (1) , is computed in exclusive form, for all partonic channels. As discussed in [17] , these matrix elements, though not on shell, are gauge invariant and perturbatively calculable. These matrix elements are useful because in the high-energy limit they factorize not only in the collinear emission region but also in the large-angle emission region. As long as the factorization is carried out in terms of distributions for parton splitting at fixed transverse momentum, they can serve to take into account effects of coherence from multi-gluon emission, away from small angles, which become important for correlations among jets across long separations in rapidity. We will exploit this in performing numerical calculations for central + forward jets in Sec. 4.
Hard matrix elements and merging
The precise behavior in transverse momentum resulting from the finite-angle radiation taken into account by the method described above is illustrated in Fig. 5 [17] . Here we consider the qg channel contribution to forward jet production. (Analogous results for all channels can be found in [17] .) We show separately the abelian and non-abelian terms, proportional respectively to the color factors
With reference to Fig. 4 , the variables Q T and ϕ are the final-state transverse momentum and azimuthal angle defined by
while k T is the transverse momentum defined by Eq. (2), and effectively measures the distribution of the jet system recoiling against the leading di-jets. The region k T / Q T → 0 in Fig. 5 corresponds to the leading-order process, with two back-to-back jets. The result in this region is simply given by the small-angle limit
where the function f (0) is given by [17] 
The summation of logarithms for large rapidity y ∼ ln s/p 2 T , on the other hand, is achieved by convolution of the k T cross section in Fig. 5 with unintegrated parton-splitting functions [16] . While in the collinear approximation case the small-angle result in Eqs. (6), (7) is taken to be valid, in leading order, throughout the range of transverse momentum scales up to the factorization scale, we see from the result in Fig. 5 that the role of higher-order, multi-gluon emission at large rapidities is to provide a modulation by setting the dynamical cut-off at values of k T of order Q T . The essential point is that non-negligible effects may arise at high energy from the finite-k T tail. The quantitative evaluation of these effects is obtained by integrating the distribution in Fig. 5 over the initial-state parton showers, also taken to be transverse-momentum dependent (see Sec. 3). We will perform such parton shower calculations explicitly in the next sections.
Observe that, as in any parton shower calculation beyond leading order, in order to combine the hard radiation encoded in the short distance matrix element with the radiation from parton showering one needs a specific scheme for merging the two contributions consistently, by avoiding double counting. The high-energy factorization of Subsec. 2.1 can be viewed as providing precisely such a merging scheme. In particular, we recall from [16, 38] that the convolution of off-shell matrix elements over transverse-momentum dependent parton-splitting functions is carried out by using systematically the relation for the 2 + 1 jet cross section
which provides the necessary small-k T subtraction. So in Secs. 3 and 4 we will couple Eq. (1) to parton showers and perform parton shower calculations in the high-energy merging scheme for hadronic final states associated with forward jets. These calculations will illustrate quantitatively the significance of contributions with k T ≃ Q T in the large-y region, and will be compared with results of collinear-shower generators, which do not include such finite-k T effects. We note in particular that the dependence on the azimuthal angle shown in Fig. 5 is of direct relevance, as we will see in Sec. 4, for forward-region measurements involving azimuthal plane correlations between jets far apart in rapidity.
It is worth noting that the approach summarized above allows forward jets to be produced either from the hard scatter subprocess or from the parton evolution subprocess. We will see an explicit numerical illustration of this in Sec. 4. This picture can be contrasted with the picture from collinear [10] and BFKL [15] approaches, in which forward jets are produced by hard matrix elements or impact factors. This feature of the present approach can be traced back to the fact that the factorization (1) provides the correct interpolation at high energy between the collinear emission and finite angle regions [16] .
Because forward jet production probes the gluon density function for small x (see discussion around Fig. 3) , it can naturally be used to investigate possible nonlinear effects [39] [40] [41] at high parton density. We do not pursue the study of such effects in the present paper; but we stress that the formulation [17] at fixed transverse momentum is suitable to describe the approach to the high-density region, since, as explained above, it is designed to take into account both the effects from BFKL evolution associated with the increase in rapidity and also the effects from increasing p T described by renormalization group, which are found to be also quantitatively significant [42] [43] [44] for studies of parton saturation. We point the reader to e.g. [45] [46] [47] for first Monte Carlo calculations along these lines, and [48] for extension to nucleus-nucleus collisions.
3 Shower evolution and the unintegrated quark density
To obtain a detailed description of the hadronic final states associated with forward jets, we need a full parton-shower calculation. This section describes basic features of the showering algorithm that we use for such calculations.
As noted earlier, the factorization formula in Sec. 2 can be used jointly with parton showering. Because in the forward kinematics one of the longitudinal momentum fractions x in the initial state becomes small, in order to take full account of multi-gluon emission 7 coherence one needs to keep finite-k T terms in the initial-state parton branching [49] [50] [51] [52] . 1 We will include these terms according to the CCFM method [54, 55] , in particular including also showering for quark density channels as explained below.
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The effect of small-x coherence terms on azimuthal and transverse-momentum jet correlations and jet multiplicities has been studied in [49, 60] , focusing on the case of jet lepto-production. It is found that quantitative effects become more significant with decreasing x and decreasing distance in the azimuthal plane between the leading jets. The results [49, 60] suggest that the inclusion of small-x coherence terms in the initial-state shower can be relevant in the case of forward jets at the LHC. It was noted by numerical calculation in [17, 30] that for realistic phenomenology of forward jets in the LHC kinematics one needs to take into account contributions from both quark-density and gluon-density channels. Since CCFM shower evolution has typically only included gluon-density terms [55] , here we describe how we implement quark channels. For the forward jet case that we are interested in, the quark density contributes at fairly large values of x. We will thus focus on the valence quark distribution. 4 We consider the branching evolution equation at the unintegrated, transverse-momentum dependent level according to
whereq is the evolution scale. The quark splitting function P is given by
withᾱ s = C F α s /π. Note that, unlike the CCFM kernel given in the appendix B of [51] , in Eqs. (9),(10) the non-Sudakov form factor is not included, because we only associate this factor to 1/z terms. The Sudakov form factor ∆ s is given by
Here the fractional energy of the exchanged quark i is given by x i , and the energy transfer between the exchanged quarks i − 1 and i is given by
Eq. (9) is the contribution of the non-resolvable branchings between starting scale q 0 and evolution scaleq, given by
where ∆ s is the Sudakov form factor, and the starting distributions at scale q 0 are parameterized using the CTEQ5 u and d valence quark distributions [67] as
with λ = 0.92 GeV . We next solve Eq. (9) numerically. In fig. 6 (left) the unintegrated u-quark and d-quark distributions are shown as a function of x and as a function of k t . In fig. 6(right) we show the following integral of the quark distribution
and compare this for consistency with the distribution obtained from CTEQ [67] at the same scale. 
Central + forward jet production at the LHC
In a typical LHC experiment jets can be measured for high transverse energy E ⊥ > 30 GeV in a large range of pseudorapidity η. In the following we consider differential cross sections for dijets (Fig. 7) reconstructed with the Siscone algorithm [68] with R = 0.4, where one jet is in the central region defined by |η c | < 2 and the other jet is in the forward region defined by 3 < |η f | < 5. 
Dijet cross section and ∆R distribution
The total cross section for a central and a forward jet obtained with the Cascade [54] Monte Carlo event generator (version 2.2.03 including the matrix element calculated in [17] , the unintegrated gluon distribution set A and the unintegrated valence quark distribution described in section 3) is given in Tab. 1. We compare the prediction from Cascade with the prediction from the Pythia [20] Monte Carlo event generator running in two modes: with and without multi-parton interactions (Fig. 8) . We use tune P1 [18] , which allows for more radiation from parton shower. Both Monte Carlo generators simulate higher order QCD corrections with parton showers: Cascade uses parton showers according to the CCFM evolution equation whereas Pythia uses DGLAP based parton showers. The total cross section predicted by Cascade lies in between the prediction of Pythia with and without multiparton interactions (Tab. 1).
In Fig. 9 we investigate the physical mechanism producing the central and forward jets. We plot ∆R = (∆φ) 2 + (∆η) 2 , where ∆φ = φ jet − φ part (∆η = η jet − η part ) is the azimuthal (pseudorapidity) difference between the jet and the corresponding parton Table 1 : Integrated dijet cross section for E T > 10(30) GeV in the range |η c | < 2 and
798 µb 3.5 µb Pythia (no MPI) 346 µb 3.3 µb from the matrix element. The ∆R distribution allows one to see whether the jets are dominated by hard partons from the matrix element, or whether they originate from the parton shower. For the low E T jets the distribution in ∆R has a significant contribution from jets not corresponding to a parton from the matrix element (∆R > 1). The bump structure of the distribution at ∆R > 1 is consistent with random distributions in ∆φ and ∆η within the phase space region investigated here, showing that indeed ∆R > 1 corresponds to the region where there is no correlation between the parton from the matrix element and the jet.
It is interesting to observe that Cascade predicts a similar distribution as obtained from Pythia with multiparton interactions, whereas Pythia without multiparton interactions has a significantly smaller contribution at large ∆R. The situation changes for the high E T jets: Cascade predicts significantly more jets (especially in the central region) coming from the parton shower as compared to Pythia. This behavior is understandable, as the small-x initial-state parton shower allows for higher transverse momentum radiation compared to a collinear parton shower. It also shows, that the most forward jet is mainly coming from the matrix element parton, whereas the central jet has a significant contribution from the parton shower.
Transverse momentum spectra
Figs. 10 and 11 show the differential cross section dσ/dE T for jets reconstructed with the Siscone algorithm in the central region defined by |η c | < 2 and in the forward region defined We see that the k ⊥ -dependent parton shower implemented in Cascade produces a significantly harder spectrum especially for the jet in the central region when both jets are required to have E T > 10 GeV. The predictions from Pythia with and without multiparton interactions are similar at large E T , whereas the multiparton interactions contribute significantly in the low E T region (E T < 30 GeV) resulting in a larger cross section. This behavior can be understood since Cascade uses matrix elements which are calculated within high-energy factorization, allowing harder transverse momentum dependence as compared to collinear factorization. Moreover Cascade uses the CCFM parton shower with angular ordering which at small x allows for a random walk in transverse momentum, and thus allows for more and harder parton radiation compared to DGLAP based parton shower as implemented in Pythia.
It is also interesting to observe that the contribution from multiparton interactions as implemented in Pythia is important only for the region of low E T jets. We have checked also the prediction obtained from Pythia using a different parameter set for the modeling of multiple-parton chains (tune D6T [19] ). We find that the difference between the different tunes for the multiparton interaction parameters is smaller than the difference coming from the noncollinear corrections to single-chain parton shower.
To see better the significance of the results in Figs. 10 and 11, we have also considered the next-to-leading-order Monte Carlo generator Powheg [69] . We find that the E T spectra 13 from Powheg, in the range of rapidity and transverse energy considered here, are very close to those of Pythia, indicating that the enhancement from the k ⊥ shower in Figs. 10 and 11 is not simply due to the next-to-leading term, but comes from corrections beyond next-to-leading order. This feature is noteworthy; its study should be extended to a wider range of forward-jet observables. In Fig. 12 we show the differential cross section dσ/dη for dijet events with E T > 10(30) GeV in two regions of 0 < |η| < 2 and 3 < |η| < 5. Again we compare the prediction from Cascade with the one from Pythia without and with multiparton interactions.
Rapidity dependence
We observe that the cross section in the central region for Cascade is rising towards larger η whereas for Pythia the cross section is flat. The cross section in the forward region is steeply falling towards large η. The slope of this distribution is different from Cascade and Pythia. A closer investigation of these different behaviors is underway. A significant contribution to the difference comes from the treatment of the quark distribution (Sec. 3), and suggests the need to include both valence and sea quark distributions at unintegrated level.
From Fig. 12 (left) we see that at small E T the influence from multiparton interactions in Pythia is significant. Cascade predicts a cross section of similar size as Pythia with multiparton interactions in the region 3 < η < 3.5, but the distribution falls more rapidly towards larger η. In the large E T region (Fig. 12 (right) ) the differences in cross sections as a function of η become smaller.
Azimuthal dependence
The azimuthal correlation of a central and forward jet is a measure of the parton radiation between the jets and is therefore a probe of how well the Monte Carlo parton shower is simulating the higher-order parton emissions. The azimuthal decorrelation of forward and backward jets has been proposed as one of the measurements to test BFKL dynamics [15] (and references therein). In lowest order, BFKL predicts a much larger decorrelation compared to calculations in collinear factorisation. With a larger separation of the jets in ∆η, the phase space for parton radiation is increased. However, significant multiparton interactions could perhaps mimic a signal expected from small x dynamics.
In Fig. 13 we show the differential cross section d 2 σ/d∆φ∆η. The decorrelation as a function of ∆η increases in Cascade as well as in Pythia. In the low E T region (Fig. 13  (left) ) the increase in decorrelation with increasing ∆η is very significant. The cross section for jet separation up to ∆η < 4 is very similar between Cascade and Pythia with multiparton interactions, whereas a clear difference is seen to Pythia without multiparton interactions. However, at large ∆η > 4 the decorrelation predicted by Cascade is significantly larger than the prediction including multiparton interactions.
In the higher E T region Cascade predicts everywhere a larger decorrelation. In this region, the influence of multiparton interactions in Pythia is small and the difference to Cascade comes entirely from the different parton shower.
In Fig 14 we show the average cos(∆φ − π) as a function of the rapidity separation ∆η of the central and forward jets. This quantity is considered in [10, [13] [14] [15] as a sensitive probe for BFKL dynamics. We observe that the distribution of cos(∆φ − π) at p T > 10 GeV shows only little difference between Cascade and Pythia, whereas the differential distribution of d 2 σ/d∆φ∆η (Fig. 13 ) is more discriminative. In the p T > 30 GeV case Cascade predicts a larger decorrelation than Pythia, consistent with what is observed in Fig. 13 .
Summary and outlook
The production of hadronic jets in the forward region of pp collisions will form a largely new area of experimental and theoretical activity at the Large Hadron Collider. Forward jet production will enter the LHC physics program both for new particle discovery processes (e.g., vector boson fusion channels for Higgs boson searches) and for new aspects of standard model physics (e.g., QCD at small x and its interplay with cosmic ray physics).
In this paper we have focused on the study of jet correlations for production of a forward and a central jet at the LHC. The capabilities of LHC forward and central detectors allow measurements of such correlations to be made for the first time across large rapidity intervals (∆y > ∼ 4 ÷ 6). In this kinematic region the evaluation of QCD theoretical predictions is made complex by the presence of multiple mass scales, which raises questions on the potential need for, on one hand, perturbative QCD resummations and, on the other hand, possible corrections beyond single parton scattering.
To address the structure of the final states associated with forward jet production, in this paper we have used a merging scheme based on high energy factorization [16, 17] to combine hard matrix elements and parton showering. This is designed to incorporate radiative contributions in such a manner that both logarithmic corrections in the large rapidity interval and logarithmic corrections in the hard transverse momentum are taken into account to higher orders in α s . Both kinds of contributions are likely to be needed for reliable phenomenology of forward hard production. Their summation is achieved by including finite-k T terms in the parton branching and matrix elements. In this approach forward jets may be produced from either the hard scatter subprocess or the parton showering subprocess. The resulting physical picture of forward hard production is thus different from that of purely BFKL or collinear calculations, in which, also at the next-to-leading order (see e.g. [10, 15] ), forward jets are produced by hard impact factors or matrix elements.
We have implemented the high-energy merging scheme in the hadron-level shower Monte Carlo event generator Cascade [54] , and used this to obtain numerical predictions for several forward-jet observables. In doing this, we have also implemented in the Monte Carlo generator [54] an algorithm to include the parton branching evolution for the valence quark distribution at unintegrated level, which extends the previous CCFM algorithm [55] for the unintegrated gluon distribution.
We have examined the effects of the higher-order radiative contributions taken into account by this approach by computing the jet transverse-momentum and rapidity spectra and the jet correlations in rapidity and azimuth. We find that the effects are significant especially in the slope of the E T spectrum and in the jet angular correlations. In particular, we find that while the average cosine of the azimuthal separation between the leading jets is not affected very much as a function of rapidity by finite-k T terms, the detailed shape of the ∆φ distribution is.
We have also investigated the model [18, 20] for multiple parton interactions, corresponding to corrections beyond single parton scattering. Our analysis shows that certain features of forward jet production such as rapidity and E T spectra, found by including high-energy, noncollinear corrections to single-chain parton showers, can be mimicked by effects of multiple parton chains. However, distinctive shapes are found both in the ∆R distribution and in the azimuthal correlations. We suggest that measurements of the particle and energy flow in the region both between the jets and away from the jets should have stronger discriminating power between the single-chain and multiple-chain mechanisms for multi-jet production. The detailed analysis of this point will be the subject of a separate paper. Note that this also points to the phenomenological relevance of energy flow observables such as those investigated in [70] [71] [72] .
As observed in Secs. 2 and 3, many of the theoretical tools that underlie forward jet physics, from parton branching beyond leading order to perturbative QCD resummations to, possibly, the approach to the saturation region, depend on the notion of transverse momentum dependent, or unintegrated, parton distribution functions (u-pdfs). In the calculations of this paper we take the high-energy definition of u-pdfs [16] , namely, we rely on the fact that for small x u-pdfs can be defined gauge-invariantly (and can be related to the ordinary pdfs renormalized in the minimal subtraction scheme MS [73] ) by going to the high-energy pole in physical amplitudes [16] . More general characterizations of u-pdfs, valid over the whole phase space, are very desirable. A complete framework is yet to be fully developed though. Recent results in this area, see e.g. [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] , are likely to eventually have a bearing on forward jet physics.
Note that forward hard production processes will be relevant not only for LHC physics but also for physics at the planned future lepton facilities [37] (LHeC, EIC). Thus a unified understanding in hadron-hadron and lepton-hadron collisions is desirable. As recalled in Sec. 2, QCD high-energy factorization [16] has been used to determine the asymptotic coefficients [35] that couple forward jets to deeply inelastic scattering. Since the early phenomenological studies [36] , forward jet leptoproduction has been investigated at HERA. Measurements of forward jet cross sections at HERA [81] have illustrated that neither fixed-order next-to-leading calculations nor standard shower Monte Carlo generators [12, 81, 82] , e.g. Pythia or Herwig, are able to describe forward jet ep data. This provides additional motivation for developing methods capable of treating the multi-scale kinematics and describing jet production beyond the central rapidity region. It is of interest to analyze HERA data [83] looking at forward + central jets, similarly to what is done in this paper (Sec. 4) for pp collisions; but due to the phase space available for multiple jet radiation, such studies are likely to prove much more relevant at a future high-energy lepton collider.
The analysis performed in this paper shows that the final states associated with forward jet production at the LHC receives significant contributions from radiative corrections that take into account both large logarithms of rapidity and large logarithms of transverse momentum. Distinctive effects are found, for instance, for the distribution in the azimuthal separation ∆φ between forward and central jets. We obtain distinctive predictions both with respect to parton showers modeling multiple parton interactions and with respect to parton showers including next-to-leading fixed-order corrections. This analysis can be extended to correlations of forward and backward jets. It can thus serve to estimate the size of backgrounds from QCD radiation in new particle searches from vector boson fusion channels.
